As we look towards the new horizon that will rise in September, we find ourselves at yet another crossroads. What will be different? What will stay the same? How can we be ready?

We'll explore this, and more. Join us for:

- Opening Session with K-12 Design Lab from Stanford d.school
- Keynote & Session with Thomas Murray of Future Ready Schools
- Literacy as a Human Right with Dr. Jevon Hunter
- Engagement for All with High Tech High
- Social Emotional Learning Systems & Structures with EL Education
- Diversity, Equity & Inclusion with the Center for Love & Justice
- Futures Museum with Stanford University d.school
- Shared Best Practice “Sprints” with Hudson Valley Educators

Rekindle curiosity, excitement, and purpose as educators. This is our time to come together...finally, and Revive.

Scan for more details and registration